Why are these people SMILING?

The reason is simple...
Their investment is MAKING MONEY!
and it’s guaranteed...

After witnessing the collapse of America’s largest financial institutions, you must be asking yourself, “How can I make sure my investments are safe? Is it possible right now to make a good return on my money? Yes it is! Contact us today and find out why “Offshore banking the Garrison way” can provide you with the financial security you need right now, plus peace of mind and a great return. WE GUARANTEE IT! If you would like the benefits of both

PROFIT & SAFETY
order your complete report on offshore banking. It’s time for you to investigate...

GARRISON BANK LIMITED

For a FREE report on offshore banking
THE GARRISON WAY
visit our website at:
www.garrisonbank.vu

or call Scott Fisher
toll free:
1-877-239-2172
sfisher@garrisonbank.vu
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ALMANAC: ROTARY AWARENESS MONTH

Millions see Rotary float each year

Rotarians first entered a float in the Rose Parade in 1927, but it was not until 1980 that the tradition became an annual one. Putting together a float is an ambitious undertaking, not least because parade rules dictate that every inch must be covered with organic materials such as flowers, fruits and vegetables, or seeds. The 121st Rose Parade in Pasadena, Calif., USA, steps off at 8 a.m. Pacific Standard Time on 1 January. With hundreds of thousands of people lining the parade route and millions more watching on television, the float is a highly visible way to promote Rotary’s work. Rotary International does not fund the float; rather, the Rotary Rose Parade Float Committee receives donations from individual clubs and Rotarians. The theme of this year’s Rotary float is “Service Above the Rest.”